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WAVE MODELING AT TUE BELGIAN COAST BY MEANS OF THE
HYPAS * MODEL
J. HERMANS
Catholic University of Leuven (K.U.L.), Hydraulics Laboratory, de Croylaan 2,
B-3030 Leuven (Heverlee) (Belgium) ** .
ABSTRACT
A summary is presented of the activities in the framework of a collaboration
projcct· between MUMM and the Ministry of Public Works, concerning the set
up of a wave model for the Belgian coast. A detailed description of the model is
given together with a presentation of some results of the North Sea application
of the model.
INTRODUCTION
In 1987, the Ministry of Public Works (Administration of Waterways, Coas-
-tal Service) charged the Management Unit of Mathematical Models of the North
Sea (MUMM) with the set up of an operational routine forecasting of the surface
.wavc spectra along the navigation routes towards thc Betgian sea harbours. This
forecasting will be performcd by means of a mathematical model, which inte-
grates the transport equation for surface waves energy in the region of interest
(in this case : the North Sea and the English Channel, see fig. 1). The model
requires the (predicted) time history of the surface windfield a.s an input item,
to estimate the atmospheric input to the local wave energy. A coupling with
meteorological predictions will be necessary. Moreover, the quality of the wave .
predictions will depend on the quality of the meteoi'ological predictions. In this
* The HYPAS model is a product of GKSS Forschungszentrum Geesthacht
GmbH, Institut für Physik (Dr. W. RosenthaI, Dr. H. Günther) .
.** Thc author was a collaborator with MUMM from January till November
1088.
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Fig. 1. Model area and coarse grid definition.
2.
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paper, only the wave prediction is discussed.
,i \ ' ,
In the first chapter we will introduce the quantities, involved in the model
computations. The next chapters describe the method of integration of the wave
energy balance equation as weIl as the elemenb, which are necessary to per-
form this integration in a certain region. These elements, in fact, constitute the
mathematical model. Different approaches of wave modeling are possible. This
paper only deals with the options taken for the construction of the model, which
is used for the present research: the HYPAS model of GKSS Forschungszentrum
Geesthacht GmbH (West Germany). This model was retained after a study of
several wave models by MUMM, ref. Phlips, 1987 and Adam et al., 1988. Fi-
• naUy, some results are shown of the North Sea application, worked out in the
framework of the present research.
1 SOME ELEMENTS OF WAVE HYDRAULICS
1.1 Basic laws and physical properties
Surface waves may be described by the vertical displacement of the water
surface relative to the averaged water surface (fig. 2). The seabottom depth is
denoted h. Consider a simple plane sinusoidal wave, propagating in a certain
horizontal (x-)direction :
71 (x, t) =a . cos(kx - wt)
(1)
where x = horizontal spatial coordinatej t =timej a =amplitudej k =the wave
number and w = angular frequency.
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Following relations hold :
(2.a)
(2.b)
where L = wave lengthi f = frequency and T = period of the wave. The wave
height H is defined as :
H=2a
(3)
The disturbance of the sea surface, caused by the wave, involves a certain
current distribution which can be described by the basic hydrodynamical equa-
tions : the equation of conservation of mass and the equation of conservation of
momentum, both with the necessary boundary conditions. H irrotational (po-
tential) flow is assumed, together with incompressibility of the water and small
displacements compared with the waterdepth h (which should be nearly con-
stant), th.e dispersion relation for surface gray ity waves can be derived from the
basic hydrodynamical equations (e.g. Kinsman, 1965, pp. 117-125) :
w~ = gk • tanh(kh)
(4)
where g = acceleration of gravity.
In (4), no capillary effects are taken in account.
•Furthermore we define the phase velocity c :
L w
e= -=-T k
(5)
With (4) we have :
c2 = (g/k)tanh(kh)"
(6)
From (6) it can be seen that the propagation velocity c of a wave is depending
on its wave number k and thus on its wave length L. Since the frequency can
be derived from the wave length by (4), we can also say that the propagation
velocity depends on the frequency. Moreover it appears that the propagation
velocity of a wave is depending on the local waterdepth h. This will cause a
refraction effect on waves running into shoaling water, aceording to Snells laws.
The propagation velocity V g of a group of waves with almost the same fre-
.queney w (the soooealled "group velocity" ) is given by
dw w
v =-=n·-=n·c
g dk k
(7.a)
where
1 2kh
n=-(l+ )2 sinh(2kh)
(7.b)
The relations (7) can also be written as (see (4» :
V g = ~[tanh(kh) + kh· (1 - tanh2 (kh»]2w
(8)
avera;ed sea surface
,---~---
z
x
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Fig. 2. Introduction of basic notations.
The dispersion relation (4), which is the result of the linearized problem of
surface gravity waves, will be assumed to hold for arbitrary (non-sinusoidal and
non-plane) waves, which can be considered as a Fourier composition of simple
sinusoidal waves, with different frequencies (a "spectrum" of waves). Still some
non-lineair effects should be considered.
(a) A spectral component with a certain frequency cannot be considered as an
independent wave : other components, with different frequencies, can contribute
to this component through the so-called "non-linear wave-wave interactions".
Lowfrequency components act more or less uncoupled, however.
(b) Not every amplitude a in (1) is possible : when the inclination of the
water surface increases continuously, it will reach a limit value at which "wave
breaking" will occur.
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Finally we introduce the notions "sweU" and "sea". The surface gravity
waves under consideration (period less than 30 5) are generated by wind blowing
over the sea surface. Waves under active generation by local wind are called sea
or wind waves. Contrary, swell is defined as waves originated from a distant area
and being no longer under the influence of windforcing.
1.2 Energy of surface wavesj energy spectra
Since surface waves involve a vertical displacement of the sea surface, some
potential energy is contained in these waves. The potential energy Ep equals the
work necessary to distort a horizontal sea surface (area A) into the wave profile:
(9)
As we mentioned in thc preceding paragraph, surface waves also entail water
motion (currents) and thus kinetic energy. With the assumptions of the preceding
paragraph, which led to the dispersion relation (4), it can be shown (see Kinsman,
1965; pp. 145-148) that there is an equipartition of the total energy f between
potential and kinetic energy of a sinusoidal progressive wave, thus :
(10)
The quantity which will be used for wave predictions is the total energy per
unit weight (of a layer of unit thickness), the (spatial) energy density E :
E= _E_
pgA
(11)
With (10) we have :
(12)
Apparently, the average of the squared surface displacement over a certain area
is a measure for the (local) wave energy (density). Ir the sinusoidal progressive
wave (1) is inserted in (12), and A contains an integer multiple of wave lengths
L, we get :
a~ H~
E=-=-
2 8
(13)
In practice, a sea can be regarded as composed of Fourier components
with different frequencies (wave numbers), different directions and randomly dis-
tributed faseshifts. This is what we call a "random sea". We define the following
spectra of the energy density E, used to describe a random sea :
8
•
where kz, kll == components ~f the wave number vector (per definition parallel
with the direction of wave propagation); (J = angular coordinate, indicating the
direction of propagation ((J=O being the y-axis). All spectra depend on space
and time. Following relations hold:
kz = k· sinD k ll = k· cO,J(J
(17)
E(f,O} = F(k} •kl ~; I
E(f) = l'Jrr EU, (J}dO
E(O) == l cc E(f,O)df
(18)
(19.a)
(19.b)
The energy-density spectrum F(k), or F(k, x, Y, t}, in k-space, fulfills the
energy transport equation :
BF Bx... Bk... ...
-+-.VF+-,VLF=8(k xt)ßt öt 8t" , ,
(20)
where in x= (x,Y)jV. = the gradient operator in k-space = (.,:. ,,,:);8= the
source function, taking in account generation and dissipation processes.
The third term in the left hand side of (20) takes in account refraction effects
(changing of wave length andjor changing of propagation direction).
9
For wave groups, following relations hold:
ai -4 dw k ...
-=V"w=_·_=vßt die Ie g
(21.a)
ßk ... dw ...
- = -Vw= --Vhßt dh
(21.b)
It appears that the speed with which energy propagates equals the group velocity.
1.3 The JONSWAP spectrum
From practical experience, it is known that energy-density spectra of wind
waves (generated by local winds) have more or less similar shapes which can be
parametrized, e.g. according to the JONSWAP study (Hasselmann et al., 1973):
(22)
A fuU 2D-spectrum can now be obtained, multiplying by a directional dis-
tribution function, e.g.:
•
•
=0
10
'IrI (J - (J 1<-m - 2
i otherwise
•The parameters which are introduced are:
Im =the peak frequency of the integrated spectrum EU)
Q =a parameter, related to the total energy density E ("PhilJips'parameter")
"'1 =the peak enhancement fador (or "overshoot" rador)
0'.. , O'l>=spread parameters of the peak enhancement
(Jm =mean wave-propagation direction.
For"'1 = 1 the JONSWAP spectrum (22) is called a Pierson-Moskowitz (PM)
spectrum, which describes a fully developed sea state (cfr.infra). In this case,
the peak frequency Im tends towards the so called Pierson-Moskowitz frequency
IpM:
0,13· 9
W ll10
(24)
where W~lo = the component of the Ioeal windspeed at 10 m height above the
sea surface, which is parallel to the mean wave-propagation direetion. The total
energy of a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum b = 1) above a certain frequency 10
can be expressed analytically as :
(25.a)
For 10 = 0 we find the total energy content of this spectrum :
(2S.b)
In the general case ("'1 I- 1), the total energy is expressed as :
(25.c)
11
where eb) is a numerically determined function, satisfying the condition
e(l) = 1
(25.d)
2 THE HYPAS MODEL EQUATIONS
2.1 Transformation from k-space to (f, fJ)-spa.ce
The HYPAS model integrates the energy transport equation (20) for the two-
dimensional energy density spectrum, converted to (f,8)- space. From (2.b), (4),
(7.a), (17) and (18) we have :
1 1.f = -(gk. tanh(kh)) 2
21f'
(26.a)
fJ = tan- 1 (k. / kll )
(26.b)
(27)
The dispersion relation (26.a) is inverted as folIows. Define the dimensionless
quantities Wh and X by the following equations :
(28)
X· tanh(w~x) = 1
(29)
42
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•
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Note that for deep water, X tends to 1. The quantities Wh and X are a function of
fand h only. If (29) is solved for X (for given f, hand thus Wh), (26.a) becomes:
13
(30)
(32)
(31)
(33)
(34)
(35)
tanh(kh) = I/x
g 1 + w~ . (X:l - 1)
tJ = - . ----'=--"-'----"-
g 41rf X
8'f . V",O = _ dw Vh. (cosO,-sinB)
~ dh k
tJg.z = tJg • sinB
k = xw~/h
8F ... 8f... 8F
8t + t1g • VF + (8t • V",IJ) 8IJ = S(J, 0, x, t)
8'f - X2 - 1 8h. 8h
-. V",O = -'Ir!. . (cosO- - smO-)
8t X 8x 8y
The group velocity Vg , as given by (8), can be written :
Since t1g has the same direction as k, we have (see(l7)) :
The transport equation (20) can now be written :
where in (see (21.b) and (26.b)) :
with (4) and (30) we have
•
Finally, we give the expression of the transformation factor between the
speetra in k-space and U,O}-space (see(27)} :
(36)
To derive the transport equation for EU,8, X, t}, one inserts (27) in (33)
noting that the transformation factor (36) doesn't depend on t and 0; it depends
however on x.
2.2 The shalJow water correction on the spectrum
In Bouws, 1985 is described how following expression is derived for the
theoretieal limit sea state spectrum in U,8}-space
1 1EU, 0) = EU,O)deep VJater' X:3 • 1 + w~ (X:3 _ 1)
(37)
•
(38)
and B a certain eonstantj cp(O} heing an arhitrary directional distribution fune-
tion, which satisfies :
1: cp(O)dO = 1
(39)
The limit expression for shallow water (h -t o) of (37) ia :
•
EU, 0) 'hallo", B·ghwahr = (2nl f3 . cp(lJ)
(40)
Since thc expressions (38) and (40) seein to fit experimental data for a fixed
value of B, it is assumed that the relation (37). also holds for real spectra (i.e.: .
of growing seas). Therefore the HYPAS model spectrum (of the windwaves) is
defined as :
( ) 2 ~( ) ()' 1 1. . 7rE f 0 = -cos 0 - 0 . EI· - . '10 - 0 I < -
'7r m X2 1 +w; (X2 - 1) , m - 2
= 0 i otherwise (41)
where EU) is the JONS\VAP spectrum (22).
Note again that X and Wh are functions' of the frequency fand the water~
depth h (see (28) and (29». It seems that by applying the transformation factor
• between speetra for finite waterdepth and for deep water, a certain dissipation
is accomplished.
•
2.3 The hybrid concept of parametrization aild discretization : wind sea and
swell
The wavc-energy spcctrum whi.ch is computed by the HYPAS model, is as-
sumed to be the superposition of a "wind sea" part and a: "swell" part, each
part being computed in a seperate way. The "wind sea" part of the spectrum is
the parametrized funciion given by (41). Its introduction guarantees the m~in­
tenance of the shape" of the spectrum over a wide range of fetches and wind
conditions, which is a result of the dynamic balance between the energy input
from the atmosphere and the transfer of energy due to non-linear wave-wave
interactions. This dynamic balance does not hold for the lower frequency wave
components because wavc-wave interactions and atmospheric input are almost
non-existent. Therefore one introduces a so-called "swell" part of the spectrum,
described by discrete frequency-direction bins containing energy packets which
will be propagated indepcndently along so-called ray paths. Since no refraction
is considered, these ray paths are straight lines (in fact: great circles). The dis-
tance of propagation duririg a fixed timestep depends, through the group velocity
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(see (7) and (8)), on thc frequcncy and the local waterdepth. In this context,
the HYPAS model adopts the concept of "cans" to label the energy packets at
different places, not coinciding with the gridpoints of the model. Apart from a
dissipation effect, due to bottom friction, no other source terms will be conside-
red for the "swell" part of the spectrum although "swell" energy can occur in
principle at all frequencies (in the model).
Finally, a coupling between the "wind sea" and the "swell" part of thc
spectrum is established through thc 'l'wind sea.l -"swelf'interaction. This coupling
becomes active in case of varying windspeed at a certain locationj it takes in
account the non-linear wave-wave intcractions bctween the "wind sea" part of
the speetrum and the "swell" part of the spectrum at higher frequencies. In the
swell scheme this is accomplished by simply adding to or substracting from the
swell energy packets. For the parametrical wind sea, the energy is updated by
altering the peak-frequency, the Phillips parameter and the peak enhancement
factor (see (22)). For further details we refer to §2.6.
2.4 Model equations for the "wind sea" part of the spectrum
The energy-balance equation (33) for the energy-density speetrum (in fact
one uses the transport equation for the momentum-density spectrum) is trans-
formed into prognostic equations for the parameters of the "wind sea" spectrum
(41) by means of linear projection operators. This procedure. is described in
Hasselmann, et a1., 1976, and is called "mapping onto parameter space".
•
•
Finally one obtains equations of the form:
!QT i = 1, ... ,6
•
•
(42)
where a, (x, t), i = 1,6= the set of introduced parameters (see(41)); Dija , Dijll =
'.
generalised propagation velocity componentsj Si = source function for ai i Li =
component of projected refraction terms in parameter space.
In the HYPAS model, prognostic equations are used for :
~ =a
(43)
For as = O'a and a6 = O'b following diagnostic expressions are used :
4 '
O'a=( 7) ·0,07
1+ 0,
(44.a)
4 '
O'b = ( ) . 0,09
1+ 0,7
(44.b)
The source functions Si in (42) are derived in the JONSWAP study : Has-
selmann, et al., 1973. The source function Cor (Jm is constructed such that (Jm
relaxes back to the local wind direction. The relaxation rate is proportional to
Im and the magnitude of the wind component perpendicular to the mean direc-
tion or wave propagation (6 = (Jm). In the source runctions for the "wind sea"
part oi the spectrum only the atmospheric input and the non-linear wave-wave
iritercU:Üöns liie ad:ouiited for. The dissipation due to bottom rriction will be
iiltfoduc:ed in tl1. "iWeÜ"put of the Ipectrum (elr. infra).
2.5 Model equations for the "swell" part of the ~pectrum
Following energy balance equation will be integrated to yield the "swell"
part of tbe spectrum :
aE ....
- +v . "VE == Sbat g
(45)
where EU, 8, X, t) = the wave-energy-density spectrum in frequency-direction
spacej Sb = sink term due to bottom frietion, parametrized according to the
JONSWAP study :
A= r
c2 cosh'lkh
(46)
Introducing again Wh and X according to (28) and (29), the decay coefficient A
can be expressed as :
(47)
It appears that A•h only depends on Wh' In the HYPAS model, an approxi-
mative expression is implemented which contains the full dissipation of swell
energy of extreme shallow water waves (Wh -+ 0) due to wave breaking.
From (45) it appears that all refraction effects on the "swell" part of the
spectrum are neglected. This reveals the more or less artificial distinction be-
tween "wind sea" and "swell" in the model approach, that doesn't coincide with
ones physical intuition. Refraction effects are taken in account in the "wind sea"
part of the spectrum however.
18
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2.6 Interaction between the "wind sea" and the "swell" part of the ·spedrum.· .
The total energy-density spectrum (being the superposition of the "wind
sea" part and the "swell" part, as described above) has to "obey" some physical
"rules" .
First the higher frequency part of the spectrum is controlled by the dynamic
balance between atmospheric energy input and energy transfer duc to wave-
wave interactions, which stabilizes thc shape of. the spectrum. Thc possiblc
shapeS can therefore be parametrized, with a reasonable accuracy, by expressions
like the JONSWAP spectrum ·(41), which contain a very rcstricted number of
parameters. Since such a parametrization is adopted by the "wind sea" part of
. .
thc model spectrum, it is necessary that the "high" frequency energy is contained
in this part of the spectrum, and not in the "swell" part. "High" frcqtiencies are
frequencies which exceed the Pierson-Moskowitz frequeney (ir 1.1) for the loeal
wind condition at a eertain time. This means that "Iow" frequencies (at which
"swell" energy is contained) can become "high" frequencies as thc windspeed
increases (and !rM deereases, see (24». Therefore a formalism is implemented
to transfer energy from the "sweU" part to the "wind sea" part of the spectrum
when the Pierson-Moskowitz frequency decreases. The amount of energy Es w ws
·which will be picked up by the "wind sea~ part of the spectrum is given by :
Esw w s =. {CO dl121f E•• ~U{/, ti)dO1',,101 0
(48)
and will be removed conscquently from the "sweU" part of thc spectrum :
for f?:'!rM atl ()
(49)
(the pi'ifne indicätes updated quan~ities after transfer).
The peak frequency Im. of the original "wind sea" part of the spectrum will
be decreased to l:.a, such that the total energy content (see (25)) increases with
the amount Eswws given by (48) :
( )
-1/.
, 5(2"1".)·
Im =/m 1+ () 2 ·Eswwsc '1 • ag
(50)
Note that through this mechanismrefraetion can affeet the low frequencies
in the spectrum, although it doesn't affect the "swell" part of the spectrum.
The second phenomenon which requires an additional modeling conccrns thc
behaviour of a random sea when the local windspeed decreases, such that the PM
frequency (24) increases. In this case the domain of so-called "low" frequencies
(smaller than IPM) expands. For these frequencies the atmospheric input is
insufficient to maintain the dynamic balance with the wave-wave interactions.
Thc wave energy at these frequencies shouId not neccssarily be contained in
the "wind sea" part of the speetrum any Ionger. Still apart of the (wind seal
spectrum remains, which can just be supportcd by the Iower level of atmospheric
input. This is the spectrum of a so-called "fuHy developed" sca. It is assumed
to take the Pierson-Moskowitz form (Le. '1 = 1 and Im = IPM in (22)). In the
HYPAS model this is accomplished in two steps. Starting from the original "wind
sea" part of the spectrum Ewind(f, 0), first an intermediate spectrum E~iIlA/,0)
is determined by '1 = 1 and the conservation of total energy content by adjusting
the Phillips parameter Cl to 0.* (see (25)) :
(51)
This transformation causes a certain spreading of the energy, away from the
spedral peak (whieh Is maintained at the original Im for the time being).
2.0
•
•
•The intermediate spectrum E;ind(f, 8) is now transformed into a true PM spec-
trum by adjusting the peak frequency to the PM frequency :
f:" == fPM
(52.a)
Moreover, the Phillips parameter cl of the new (PM) "wind sea" spectrum
E~inA/,6) is determined such that the energy in the "high" frequency part
of the "spreaded" spectrum E: ind (f, 8) (with ~ = 1) is conserved in the high-
frequency part of the new (PM)-spectrum. From (25) and (52.a) we now derive:
(52.b)
The energy at the "low" frequencies in this new "wind sea" spectrum has
now been decreased. The energy differencebetween the "spreaded" spectrum
and the new spectrum will be transfered to the "swell"part of the spectrum :
•
for f::; fPM all 8
(53)
No additional growth mechanisms are implemented for "swell" energy at
such frequencies, that it is sensitive to the (low-level) atmospheric input. Still this
energy is not absorbed in the "wind sea" part because it is outside the range of
the non-linear interactions, as we already pointed out. Finally we remark that the
described interactions are determined by local and instantanuous characteristics.
Therefore the direction of interaction ("swell to wind sea" or "wind sea to swell")
can vary from point to point and from time to time.
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2.7 Boundary conditions
No distinction is made between open and closed boundaries in the HYPAS
model: every boundary is assumed to be a closed boundary. At a boundary
where the wind is blowing offshore, it is assumed that the parameters of the
"wind-sea" part of the speetrum satisfy the fetch limited relations for growing
seas as determined in the JONSWAP study and modified in Hasselmann et aL,
1976 :
Im = 2, 84. %-0,3 •~ (but minimum Im = IPM)
W10
(54.a)
(54.b)
•
'Y = 3,3
= 76, 76 . 11m - 8,967
lor
lor 11m < 0,16
Om = O",ind, the local wind direction (Wl'o = W10 )
where in :
% = 1f-, the dimensionless fetch
W 10
I.·W U • •
11m = 10 , the dlmenslOnle3S frequencyt1
(54.c)
(54.d)
(55)
(56)
•
In (55) the fetch F is taken the gridspacing which will be used for the integration
of the model equations (cfr. infra). The "swell" part of the spectrum is assumed
to he höfi existent at an "inblowingll boundary. Therefore it is necessary to define
a rii6dei ar@a tliat is latge enough to generate all the swell energy at a point of
interee\.
12..
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At "out blowing" boundarics (onshore blowing wi~~) all information is de-
termined by advection from "upwind" regions only. This guarantces that no
"refleetion of information" o<:curs. .
3 INTEGRATION OF TUE MODEL EQUATIONS
3.i Introduction : model grid, bins, rays
The model equations,' described in the preceding paragraph, will be inte-
grated numerically to yield quantities at discrete grid points in space and at
discrete timesteps. This requires the definition of a timestep .6t and a model
gfid, Le. : the model area (topography) and the gridspacings ~x', ~y. In the
HYPAS applicaiions for the North Sea, used by.MUMM, 6x =,6y is taken 50
km for ci so call<id "coarse grid" modCl (see fig. 1) and 6x = 6y= 5 kin for the
"fine grid model" covering the southern part of the North Sea near thc Belgian
coast (see fig. 3). At every grid point thc value of the lo<:al (average) waterdepth
(bathymetry) has to be specified. In both C3.sCS a stereographic projeciion is
used to generate the grid points. This allows the use of a rectangular coordinate
system to express the inodel eqtiatioris in.
The specification of a discrete space-time grid is sufficient to integrate the
parameters of the "wind-Sea" part of the spectrum (equations (42); (44) with
boundary conditions (54)), by means of a finite differences scheme. For the .
.HYPAS model the sccond order Lax-Wendroff mcthod is implementcd. For a
full description of this method we refer to Günther, 198L In this chapter we will
. .
only deal with the integration of the. "swell" part of the spectrum.
As thc "swell" part of the spectrum is not parametrizedj an additional dis-
cretisation is required to resolve the frequency-direction dependency of this part
of the spectrum at a certain grid point and at' a certain timestep. With this
rcspect a gdd in (I,O)-space has to be specified, Le. : the upper and lower
boundary on I (lmu,/mi") arid the resolutions 61 and 60 :
•
484036
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Fig. 3. Fine grid model
61 = Imas - Imin
m
m and n being integer numbers.
69 = 21r
n
(57)
•
The "swell" part of the spectrum (E.." eil (f, 9)) is now represented by diserete
values Eii defined as
(58.a)
where in
li = Imin +i·61
(58.b)
9i = (i - 1) ·69
•
(58.c)
The integration domain of (58.a) in (I,6)-space is called a frequency-direction
"bin"; Eii contains a11 swell energy in a certain bin. Sinee no refraction is conside-
red for the "swell" part of the spectrum, it is possible to integrate (45) seperately
for every frequency-direction bin: no couplings exist in (/, lJ)-spaee. The advec-
tive term in (45) contains the group veJociy, that depends on frequeney and Joeal
waterdepth. To deal with the large variety of possibJe values of this propagation
velocity, (45) will be integrated using the method of characteristics instead of a
finite differences scheme. A characteristic is a set oe points (z, y) along which the
swell energy propagatesj it is called a "ray path" or (eharacteristic) "ray". In the
absence or iettädiön the ray paths are nearly straight lines (in the stereographic
pi'bJediöfi tlSed irt the model) : there is no change in the propagation direction
Ai A Cl.p.tt"in Wf'W eCimpönent (wlth & certain frequency).
2.5
3.2 Atmospheric input
As the souree functions Si in (42) are depending on the loeal windspeed
at a eertain timestep, the windfield has to be specified over the model area (at
every gridpoint) during the period of simulation. In fact these windfields are the
forcing factor for the dynamics of the loeal wave-energy spectra.
One has to make sure that the windspeeds at 10 m height are put in the
source functions sinee these windspeeds are rather dependent on height above the
average sea-surface, and the source functions are calibrated to the windspeeds at
this height. Moreover the expression (24) for the Pierson-Moskowitz frequency
(transition form "low" to "high" frequencies, cfr. §2.6) has to be adapted in case
another reference height is used to ealculate the windfields. The windfields at
different timesteps will be provided by a meteorologieal model when forecasting
wave-energy spectra. Eventual time interpolation of the windfiels will be earried
out in Fourier space.
3.3 Integration of the "swell" part of the spectrum
As already mentioned in §3.1., the model equations (45) for the "swell" part
will be integrated, for every frequeney-direction bin, by means of the method of
characteristics. A (eharacteristic) ray is defined for a certain frequency fi and
direction Bj by the set of points x{t) satisfyingI
dXi - (f, h(-))dt = vll i, Xi
(59)
In the absence of refraction, the direction of vll remains unaltered and there-
fore the ray paths are straight line5.
2.6
•
•
I •
Integrating (45) and (46) over a frequency-direction bin (see (58)), together with
(59), yields :
(60)
where in ~ is assumed to be constant over the frequency-direction bin. Moreover,
if ~ is assumed to be constant over a time period l:::.tp , (60) can be integrated by
seperation of variables to yield an exponential decay (dissipation) of swell energy
along a ray path :
• (61)
where in ~i(t) = ~(fi,h(Xi(t))) given by (47) and from (59) :
(62)
The expression (62) depends on the direction Oj of the bin under consi-
deration since vg is assumed to have this direction.
A problem arises from the fact that the positions Xi (t), at which the "swell"
energies Eij will be calculated, do not coincide in general with the specified grid
• points to integrate the "wind sea" part of the spectrum. The aim of the model
is however, to compute the total wave-energy spectrum at these specified grid
points. Thererore a certain coupling has to be established between the model
grid and the "sweU" grids X. (t) (t = running over a certain simulation period
divided into timesteps .6.tp ), which are dependent on frequency and direction.
'i'his will Bi pointed öut inthe next paragraphs.
3.4 "Swell" propagation and dissipation in the HYPAS model
In the preceding paragraph it was pointed out that the "swell" part of the
spectrum can be determined by propagation and dissipation of energy packets
Eij along well-defined ray paths, depending on frequency and direction. This
mechanism is controlled by the timestep 6.t, (see (61) and (62)), which does not
have to coincide with the timest~p 6.t of the finite differences scheme to integrate
the model equations for the "wind sea" part of the spectrum. The expressions
(61) and (62) are valid if the waterdepth remains constant over the propagation
path which is followed between t and t + 6.t,. Since the model bathymetry is
a set of waterdepth values which are assumed to be constant over a grid cell
around a point of the model grid, the maximum value of the timestep 6.t, of the
propagation and dissipation (for a given frequency and direction) is determined
by
(63.a)
where in
. {6.% 6.y }6.sj = mln -.-n-'--O-Slnflj cos j
(63.b)
the maximum travel distance within a grid cell in a direction 8j (see ~g. 4).
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(64)
model grid point
K j = max{eos8j,sinSj}
Fig. 4. Dimensions of a model grid cello
<l•
y
From (63) we have, with (62) and 6x = 6y :
•
(65.a)
In order to minimize the number of propagation and dissipation computa-
tions it is interesting to take 6tp as big as possible. In the HYPAS model, this
timestep is taken an integer multiple of the "wind sea"-scheme timestep 6t (ror
a given frequency f. and direction 8,.) :
•
where in the multiplicator Ni; follows from (64) :
[ 6xNi; = INT K 6]
tJ"m i· ;. t
(65.b)
tJam i being the maximum possible value of the group veJocity, at a given frequency
fi' for all possible waterdepths h. From (8) it can be found that this value occurs
for Wh = 1 (see (28» and thus from (31) and (29) :
Solving the equation for Xm yields Xm = 1.20. The waterdepth h. at which this
maximum value occurs is given by :
g
tJ"mi = Xm 41r fi XmtanhXm = 1
(66)
•
(67)
For f. = 0.1 Hz we have h. = 24.8 m, revealing the presence of this effect in the
southern North Sea. . Since 6tp is limited to the value given by (65),
for a certain frequency f. and direction 6i , the propagation distance (during the
time interval 6tp ) will not equal 6s; in every grid cell at a model grid point
x (h(X):f h,). For an arbitrary grid cell it may take several propagation
steps to travel through this grid cell to an adjacent one (normally not more than
4 steps are required).
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3.5 Construction ofswell propagation rays on thc model gridj thc Dcan ;' concept
. ,
In order to dcterminc thc contribution of "swell" to the total wavc-cncrgy
spectrum at every model grId point; the ray paths for swell propagation arid
dissipation are dcfined as arrays of model gi'id points. The order of thc grld points
in these arrays is depending on thc propagation direction (9i ). Two succcssivc
grid points iri the array for a certain direction 8i are determined in such a way
that the second point is the nearest after propagation iri thc direction Bj starting
from the first point over a. distance b.si given by (63). Note that cvcry array
contains all (active) grid points.
In the preceding paragraph it was pointed out that, in general, an energy
packet Eii does not travel from one grid cell to anothcr in <>ne propagation
stcp. The nuinber of propagaiion steps required to do so depends on thc loeal
. .
waterdepth h(i), a.s weH as on frequency arid direetion. Therefore it is riecessary
that more than one energy packet can be assigned to one model grid point for
a certain frequency and direction, together with information about its state of
propagation within the gi-id cell of this grid poirit.
In the HYPAS model ci. grid cell of a eertain model grid point iS divided into
so-calted ,; cans"; to deal with this problem. Eveiy can contains an cncrgy packet
Eii that propagates to the adjacent can at every propagation step (time iiiterval
~tp), for a certain frequency and direction. The subdivision of a grid ceH of a
, , ;.
swell-propagation ray in one or more cans deperids on frequency and diredion
e and .the modei bathymetry; it can be carried out by a preproccssing program
berore the actual model computations are performed.
As rar aS boundary conditions are concerned : a swell ray starts and ends
on land or thc edge of the model grid. in the starting point of a ray a zero sweii
energy is in!tialized; all swell energy in the model is generated by the interactions
with the "wind sea" part of the spcctrum (§2.6). Where a sweH ray cnds, thc
cnergy content of the last can is asf;uined to be fuHy' disslpated at the next
'propagation stcp. No reflection of swell ericrgy is considered.
si
4 ALGORITHMIC DESCRIPTION OF THE HYPAS PROGRAM
4.1 Preprocessing: set up of the model grid and the "swelln rays.
The GITTER module of the HYPAS program reads all user-defmed param-
eters concerning the grid and the simulation periods; and converts it to suitable
data for the programs. In this first step the topography and the bathymetry of
the model area is defined. Moreover the user specifies the spacings lJ.f and lJ.O
for the frequency-direction bins, which may be variable. Finally some numerical
integrations and solutions are computed concerning the shallow water effeets.
These computations only nced to be earried out onee.
Consequently the UEBER module sets up thc swell rays. For every direction
thc sequence of thc grid points is dctermined that fits the propagation direction.
Moreover the frequency.dependent subdivision in cans is eoded for every sequEmce
of grid points after determining thc swell-propagation timestep l::.tp for every
combination of frequency and direetion~
4.2 Preparation of windfields and initial conditions for the "wind sea"
The VORBE module generates the windfields at the timesteps of the model
computations by interpolation of the given windficlds in time. This is a.ccom-
plished by interpolating the spatial Fourier transforms of two given windfields.
This guarantces a proper propagation of the spatial distribution or windspeeds.
If the given windfields (e.g.: from a meteorological model) are organized on a
grid, which is different from thc model grid, a spatial interpolation is carried out.
Thc BELEG module initializes the "wind sea" and the "swell" par~meters.
For thc "wind sea" parameters the boundary conditions (54) are used aS initial
conditions. All cans are initialized with a zero swell energy.
4.3 Afain prograrn : development of the sea statej output.
Starting from either the initial conditions provided by the BELEG module.
("cold start") or a sea. state prcviously calculated ("warm start"), the HYPAS
module performs thc integration of the wave·energy spectrum at every gridpoint
for a certain numbcr of timesteps and prepares the necessary output. Following
steps can be. distingl.l:. .'led ("cold start").
1. Reading of the windfleid for thc actual timestep (module AWEI).
2. Transfer of energy from the "wind sea" part of the spectrum to the "swell"
part of the spectrum at the gridpoints where Im < IrM (module WSSW).
3. Propagation and dissipation of "swelI" energy from one can to the adjacent
one on a ray path for evcry frequency and dircctionj absorption of "swell" energy
in thc "wind sea" spectrum at gridpoints where Im > IrM (module SWPROP).
4. Eventual output of "wind sea" and "swell" part of the spectrumj preparation
of computations for a new timestep (eventually end of computations)~
5. Computation of "wind sea" parameters at the next time:itep according to the
Lax-Wendroff differences scheme, at every gridpointj installation of boundary
conditions (module STEUER).
6. Reading of the next windfieldj repeat from 1. •
. In case of a "warm start" , the computations start at step 5 after reading the
necessary restart data (windfields, sea state at every gridpoint).
• 4.4 Postprocessing
Several modules are included in the HYPAS program to process the results
of the computations such as
- HOEHE : computation of significant wave height at every grid. point at
different timestepsj
;. EnS/p~n.s : printing of the results of the "wind sea" parameters and
the ~ist:rete ~swell" part of the spcctrum at different gridpoints and at different
timestepsl .
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Fig. 5. Computed significant wave height time series
- VSPEC : reconstruction of the total wave energy spectrum at different
gridpoints;
- VORBEP : printing of the model windfields at different timesteps, as pre-
pared by the VORBE module.
5 APPLICATION OF THE HYPAS MODEL TO THE NORTH SEA
At the time of writing of this paper, only preliminary results of the North
Sea application were available. A detailed presentation of the results will be
subJed of a publication later on. Still we present some results in this paper.
In Hi. 1 and fig. 3 the model grid is shown for the "coarse grid" and the
"fiii~ jrid" rnooel tespectively (see §3.1.). In Hg. 5 the evolution is shown of the
computed significant wave height, compared with measurements at the grid point
which is situated near the Ekofisk oil platform. A good qualitative agreement is
already obtained. In fig. 6 a typical one-dimensional energy spectrum is shown
(integrated over all directions), as computed by the model.
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Fig. 6. Computed wave-energy spectra
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